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Summary 

• We believe Daseke represents a compelling investment opportunity. 

The nation's 2nd largest open deck trucker trades at just 7.8x/6.9x 

2016/2017 EV/EBITDA, despite a 50%+ CAGR over the last 7 years. 

• Daseke has grown revenue/EBITDA from $30mn/$6mn in 2009 to an 

estimated $655mn/$89mn in 2016, yet has well below 1% market 

share. This was done without public currency. 

• Daseke is under the radar screen since it became public via a SPAC 

with Hennessy Capital. Hennessy’s previous SPAC, Blue Bird, is up 

~65% since the SPAC’s merger in February. 

• The dynamics of this SPAC are attractive and aligned. The seller 

received 100% stock and took a 3-year lock-up. The earn-out requires 

~30% annual EBITDA growth and share price appreciation. 

• The SPAC process creates pricing inefficiencies. We see Daseke's near-

term fair value at $14, >45% near-term upside. Long term, we see a 

market share leader, growth compounder, and potential multi-bagger. 

It's not often that we find a highly profitable company that's a top-2 player 

in their industry, growing significantly faster than peers, and trading at a 

discount to comps, and at a reasonable price on an absolute basis. It's even 

less frequent that such a company has massive room 

for sustainable growth and has an aligned and motivated management and 
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Board. However, this is the case for Daseke (NASDAQ:DSKE), the number 2 

player in the open deck trucking industry. We believe that if Daseke had 

gone public via a traditional IPO, shares would have priced at $13-

$15, roughly 35-55% upside from current prices. Instead, they 

became a public entity two weeks ago via a merger with Hennessy Capital 

Acquisition Corp. (NYSEMKT:HCAC), a SPAC, creating what we believe is a 

highly attractive investment opportunity. We have not published a new stock 

idea since Hostess Brands (NASDAQ:TWNK) and Limbach (NASDAQ:LMB) 

last August - the two best performing completed SPACs of 2016. We think in 

several quarters, we'll have the same to say about Daseke and its 

performance in 2017. Notably, the SPAC sponsor, Hennessy, also sponsored 

Blue Bird (NASDAQ:BLBD) the best performing SPAC of 2015. We believe 

Hennessy and Daseke (pronounced Daas-kee) have structured a highly 

aligned and investor-friendly transaction at a compelling price, and 

shareholders will be meaningfully rewarded. 

 

Summary 

• Exceptional Growth. Daseke has grown revenue and EBITDA at a 

55% and 47% CAGR, respectively, over the last 7 years to $655mn 

and $89mn, yet has less than 1% market share in the $130bn+ 

market open deck trucking and logistics market. Daseke has done this, 

largely via M&A, and without public currency. As a public entity, with both 

public currency and attractive financing, we think Daseke's growth potential 

is enormous. Daseke, the number 2 player in the open deck/specialized 

segment, can grow revenue at a 20% CAGR for the next decade and it would 

still have less than 3% market share. We suspect it will grow far in excess of 

this rate over the next several years. 

• Despite scale, an early inning opportunity with a compelling 

valuation. Despite already generating substantial revenue, EBITDA, and 

free cash flow, we believe Daseke represents an early-inning opportunity to 
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invest in a market leader that has already achieved scale, is a value-add 

consolidator in a highly fragmented industry, is significantly free cash flow 

positive (>$50mn vs $350mn market cap), has an undemanding valuation 

(7x anticipated 2017 EBITDA, below comps, despite faster growth) and has 

exceptional prospects for sustainable growth. At a 9x multiple, in line 

with peers, Daseke is a $14 stock, over 40% upside from current 

prices. We suspect that Daseke will achieve this price in coming quarters 

and will ultimately garner a premium multiple and higher stock price given 

its superior growth dynamics - much as we suggested last summer that 

Hostess, an unloved/ignored SPAC merited and would receive a premium 

multiple within several quarters (Hostess is not quite at a premium, but has 

seen a 50% move higher). Given the enormous headroom for growth and its 

large consolidation opportunity, we envision Daseke being a consistent 

compounder over many years. 

• Robust consolidation pipeline. We expect Daseke to be an industry 

consolidator - they currently have 24 NDAs (non-disclosure agreements) and 

3 LOIs (letters of intent). Given the LOIs, we'd anticipate an accretive 

acquisition in the near term - especially since CEO Don Daseke's 2017 earn-

out is dependent on achieving $140mn in EBITDA, 40% above current 

guidance. Notably the earn-out also requires a stock price above $12 for 20 

days in a 30 day period, this year. We expect the company to continue to 

grow both organically and via highly accretive acquisitions (historically 

they've paid 4.9x trailing EBITDA). Moreover, their acquired companies 

typically enjoy EBITDA growth of 20% within 2 years of acquisition. In all 

but one case, management of acquired companies is still at Daseke. We like 

non-competitive auctions and Daseke has clearly established itself as the 

purchaser of choice - according to management only one of the 24 NDAs is a 

competitive situation - with potential sellers wanting to be part of the 

Daseke organization. 
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• Trucking industry at inflection - not reflected in Daseke's share 

price. We think owning Daseke shares now is very timely. The SPAC merger 

was completed just over 2 weeks ago, on February 27th, so we believe most 

investors are not aware of this opportunity. In addition, according to 

the company's proxy, Hennessy Capital's negotiations with Daseke 

concluded on October 18th, before President Trump's surprise victory, and a 

~19% rise in the stock prices of comps, not to mention the broader market 

rally (given Daseke's somewhat higher leverage versus most peers, in 

theory, even more value should accrue to the equity). Moreover, 2016 and 

2017 appear to be the cyclical trough for the trucking industry. Recent data 

points suggest that the cycle is turning/has turned. Specifically flat-

bed trucking spot market pricing is up year over year in recent months, 

beginning 2H December 2016 (and up 9% y/y last week). The Trump 

victory, and several regulatory changes in 2017, including the introduction of 

ELDs coming this December, should accelerate this inflection. We believe the 

risk/reward of this investment is asymmetric. 

• Exceptionally aligned SPAC structure. The dynamics of this SPAC are 

particularly attractive. Daseke is taking 100% in Hennessy stock - no cash 

went into the pocket of Daseke's 77 year old Founder, Chairman and CEO, 

Don Daseke. Moreover, he agreed to a 3-year lock-up on his substantial 

holdings. Daseke is entitled to an earn-out of 5mn additional shares in each 

of 2017, 2018 and 2019, but it requires achieving a 30% EBITDA CAGR and 

the stock price to exceed $12 in 2017, $14 in 2018 and $16 in 2019. Mr. 

Daseke doesn't receive more shares unless shareholders get paid. It's also 

worth mentioning that Hennessy's previous SPAC, Blue Bird, is up 65% since 

it was successfully completed in February 2015. Of the numerous SPACS 

that Dane has evaluated over the last several years, this ranks 

among the highest in aligning shareholder and management 

incentives, and we believe that in this case, Hennessy is not just a 
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sponsor, but a value-add partner. This doesn't guarantee a positive 

outcome, but it's certainly a good start. 

We note, that in addition to common shares, Hennessy also has freely tradable 1/2 

warrants (DSKEW) - 2 are required to buy a share - which expire 5 years post deal 

closure, have an $11.50 strike price, and can be redeemed by the company if the 

shares trade above $24 for 20 of 30 trading days. By our calculations, at current 

prices of the underlying equity, warrants are modestly undervalued. We 

note, warrants are highly liquid, with 20mn freely tradable, versus 8.3mn 

shares. 
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1. Thesis 

Daseke is a company whose stock price reflects the dynamics of its coming 

to market via a SPAC structure, rather than an IPO, resulting in a current 
price that appears to be detached from the valuation of comps and the 

company's intrinsic value. We think this is a stock that should currently be 
trading at $13-$15 (this does not rely on margin improvement, an industry 

pick-up, etc., although we assume it will be able to execute on accretive 

M&A in line with its historic performance). We believe this is a company that 
can grow 30-50% a year for the next 3-5 years, due both to high single-digit 

(or better) organic growth, and acquisitions (at ~5x-6x trailing EBITDA - 
we're conservatively modeling acquisitions somewhat above historic 



purchase prices). We believe Daseke can realistically grow at a 20% CAGR 
for the next decade, moving from number 2 to number 1 in the highly 

fragmented open deck trucking/logistics industry, and still have less than 

3% market share. 

In many ways, this opportunity reminds of us Hostess Brands, a SPAC that 

we invested in last summer. Hostess was, and is, a high quality company 
that was trading at a sizeable discount to comps despite a superior growth 

profile. Our view on Hostess was not dependent on margin improvement, 

structural changes, or a broad market uplift for the unhealthy snack food 
category - we simply thought that there was an opportunity to buy shares at 

a dramatic discount to fair value because there were forced/arbitrary sellers 
weighing on the stock, and because most investors were unaware of the 

opportunity (or even that Hostess had gone public), and came in with poorly 
founded negative biases including Hostess' bankruptcies (it exited its 2nd 

bankruptcy with none of its historic obligations). Since our investment in 
Hostess, in terms of fundamentals, there has been nothing that has 

exceeded our expectations, yet the stock is up almost 60%. Simply, the 
company has gained visibility, with analysts now opining that the company 

merits a premium valuation (target prices from $18-$20) given its faster 

growth and better margin profile than peers. Nothing complicated. 

Our view on Daseke is similar to Hostess. We believe the stock is trading 
where it's trading for reasons related to it being a SPAC, which we expect to 

prove short-lived. We suspect that looking out a couple quarters, it, like 
Hostess, will have sell-side analysts opining that given its superior growth 

profile, Daseke merits a premium multiple. 

In our experience, companies that grow at Daseke's rate, with room for 

plenty more growth, and that are highly cash flow generative, don't trade at 
7x EBITDA, regardless of industry. Moreover, Daseke is coming off a 

trucking recession, has meaningful tailwinds in quarters ahead, and has a 
highly aligned, motivated, and accomplished management and sponsor. With 

Daseke undiscovered by most investors, we find the risk/reward compelling. 

2. Why this opportunity exists? SPACs, a systematically 

mispriced opportunity 

As with any investment, we ask ourselves: why does this opportunity exist? 

What is it that we believe we know that our counterparty selling shares to us 
does not? Sometimes it could simply be that we have a longer time horizon, 

where our counterparty requires immediate returns, or it could be other 
types of forced selling (i.e. of a spin that doesn't meet a fund's market cap 

requirements, or a fund liquidation). It could be that a company is too small 



or illiquid for many institutions to find it investable - a reason for which we 

often gravitate to small companies. 

We believe the reasons that Daseke is trading at a discount is that: 

• It's a SPAC, and many of our buyside colleagues refuse to even look at 

SPACs. 

• There is an overhang of stock from day-1 SPAC investors who have no 
interest in being long-term investors and are selling with limited regard for 

fundamental value. While we believe most exited when share redemption 
was offered, a few may have maintained a portion of their holdings, hoping 

to exit at a premium. 
• There is a lack of awareness of this story. There is no research coverage, 

however given this is the first trucking IPO since 2010, and Hennessy did a 
great job getting research coverage for Blue Bird (a school bus manufacturer 

- not such a mainstream business), we expect coverage to be forthcoming 

soon. 

In 2016, of the several SPACs that successfully completed mergers, Dane 
Capital published research on two: Limbach Holdings and Hostess Brands. 

We invested in Limbach and wrote "Limbach: 6x EBITDA, Huge Discount Vs. 
Peers - 64% Near-Term Upside." Since our write-up, shares are up over 

50%. We also invested in Gores Holdings, which was merging with Hostess 
Brands. We wrote about them in "Gores Holdings: Delicious Opportunity, 

Stock Underpriced, Warrants Dramatically Undervalued," with a focus on the 
profound mispricing of their warrants. Since then, shares are up almost 

50%, and warrants 190%. These were the two best performing new SPACs 

of 2016. 

We continue to evaluate many, and invest in few, SPACs because they 
frequently disappoint, a topic we discussed in a recent interview. However 

we believe Daseke is a compelling idea, and therefore it is the first new idea 
we've written about since LMB and TWNK - we discussed Playa 

(NASDAQ:PLYA) (previously Pace Holdings), in the interview and continue to 

have conviction there as well. 

As a firm, we analyze SPACs because they're ripe for fundamental 
mispricing. SPACs are a segment where many investors don't look. Upon 

merger completion, SPACs don't have research coverage, and most 
buysiders tend, at least in the short-term, to dismiss SPACs out of hand. 

Many institutions have had negative experiences investing in SPACs and this 
negative bias is valid. According to spacanalytics.com, the average 

annualized return of a SPAC is negative 11.6%. However, the operative 
word in the preceding sentence is "average." While SPACs, as a group, have 
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underperformed, there are winners such as Blue Bird and Del Taco 

(NASDAQ:TACO) from 2015 and Hostess Brands and Limbach from last year. 

We suspect that with a larger set of higher quality sponsors starting SPACs, 

including Haim Saban (NASDAQ:SCAC), William Green/Joseph Tucci 
(NASDAQ:GTYH) - former CEOs of Accenture (NYSE:ACN) and (EMC), 

respectively - and Chinh Chu (CFCO) formerly of Blackstone, that there are 
greater prospects for superior deal quality and stock performance. The 

participation of experienced and well capitalized major private equity players 

like Gores Holdings (now on its second SPAC), and TPG (PACE) with Playa, 

the interest in the segment should only grow. 

However, for now, it remains a fairly ignored market segment, and, as a 

firm, we try to identify opportunities early and where others aren't looking. 

More important to us than the fact that many investors don't look at SPACs 

is that they have prices that are detached from fundamentals. 

In our view, SPACs are IPOs put through the proverbial looking glass. 
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For a moment, think about the pricing of an IPO. It's based on a company's 
and industry's fundamentals, and management's narrative. An underwriter 

determines what it believes is a realistic price and based on interest during a 
roadshow, the IPO is priced. There is price discovery. The IPO may turn 

out to be mispriced, but we think it's fair to say that it's a market 

determined price, and, at least in theory, should be efficient. 

Looking at a SPAC, it's an IPO turned on its head. SPACs start out with a 
redemption value of $10. If a deal is unpopular (unlikely to get approved) it 

trades at some discount to $10. If it appears to be an attractive transaction, 
it will trade higher, although, ultimately day 1 SPAC holders may drive it 

towards $10 (the amount for which they can redeem shares) - as we saw 
with both Daseke and Playa. Or it may trade higher, but see upside gated by 

forced selling pressure. The fact is, the fundamentals may suggest the stock 
is worth $5 or $15, but SPACs all start out at $10 (give or take). They are 

not priced efficiently, they are priced arbitrarily. It's possible that $10 is the 



right price, but it's probable that like 10 on an amp, it's just an arbitrary 

number. Thank you Nigel Tufnel. 

"These go to 11." 

- Nigel Tufnel, Lead guitarist Spinal Tap 

 

 

Source: "These go to 11" Wikipedia 

 

We believe most SPAC arbs redeemed their shares of Daseke, but we 

suspect a few might have held on, hoping for a bump higher post deal close. 

We anticipate that when the remaining inventory of SPAC arb stock clears, 

shares should quickly move towards fair value, especially if we get positive 

news such as sell-side coverage or accretive M&A. 

3. Industry background  

Given the plethora of information and this being a well-covered space, we 

will keep our industry commentary relatively short. 

For those less familiar with the trucking industry, we suggest 

reviewing Daseke's investor presentation, reading their proxy (600+ pages) 
and visiting dat.com and truckstop.com which provide significant data on 

loads, spot-pricing (a good leading indicator for contract pricing), and 
blogs/commentary from industry experts. There's also significant information 

from the sell side. 
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The trucking/logistics industry went through a challenging (some would call 
recessionary) year in 2016, with energy prices weak, reducing demand for 

transportation of energy-related goods, and also lowering fuel surcharges. 
Pricing was down year over year, and only saw positive comps beginning the 

last 2 weeks of 2016. Despite this, shares of most companies were up for 
the year, with the market anticipating a cyclical industry recovery, even in 

advance of President Trump's victory. 

 

A good year for trucking/logistics stocks in a challenging 

environment 

 

Source: FactSet, Dane Capital Management, LLC 

The segment in which Daseke participates is the open deck/flat-bed portion 
of the industry. It is more specialized than traditional dry van or 

refrigerated, hauling large and often highly non-commodity/irregular loads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Some irregular loads 

 

 
Source: Daseke.com 

Source: Daseke.com 

In our view, and based on our checks, this is not the type of work you win 

simply on price or by finding it on a load board. 



The open-deck segment is a $130bn+ industry and is highly fragmented. 
Daseke is the number 2 player, with $655mn in forecast 2016 sales, 

representing just 0.5% market share. 

 

 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 

Since the New Year, we continue to see positive indications regarding 

industry demand. According to dat.com, flatbed load-to-truck ratios are up 

all over the country. 
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Source: Dat.com 

 

In addition, spot pricing, which was down year-over-year throughout 2016, 

until the last half of December, has seen continued strength, and was up 9% 
for flatbed for the most recently reported period. The vast majority of 

Daseke's business is contract, with virtually no spot, but both strong load-to-
truck and strengthening spot prices are good predictors of future trends. We 

believe much of Daseke's contract prices may be set for 1H 2017, so there 
may be little short-term pricing uplift, but we're optimistic as we move into 

2H 2017 and, more so, in 2018, that pricing will firm up. 

The major industry change that's anticipated to positively impact pricing in 

2017 is the legal requirement for ELDs ("Electronic Log Devices") which goes 
into effect in December. ELDs will electronically monitor the number of hours 

that a driver drives, and, in all probability, reduce the amount of cheating - 
that is drivers driving beyond mandated legal limits. The expectation is that 

this will effectively remove 3% of industry capacity, potentially hurting the 
little guy, but helping industry pricing and those that are already complying 

with mandated statutes. We think Daseke is poised to benefit given its scale 

and that most of its tractors are already equipped with these devices. 



We are not counting on an industry super cycle, but several analysts have 
posited that between an expanding industrial economy, President Trump's 

infrastructure spending plans, tightness in driver supply (we think larger 
players such as Daseke stand to benefit), and ELDs, the trucking industry 

may enjoy one in 2018. 

 

4. Company Background 

"Boring is beautiful." 

- Scott Miller, Greenhaven Road Capital 

When lifelong entrepreneur Don Daseke founded his open deck 

transportation company in 2008 he wasn't starting the sexiest of businesses. 
His company moves big, valuable items (airplane wings, large cylinders, 

etc.) from one place to another using large tractors pulling large loads. It's 
not IoT, it's not drones, it's not 3D printing and it's not renewable 

energy...or dozens of other very exciting emerging technology segments. It 
is a fairly boring business that benefits from smarts, execution, and 

leadership. What Daseke has done is fairly extraordinary, and the company's 
historic financials look more like an incredible tech start-up than a seemingly 

boring business - but in our mind, boring is beautiful. 

http://bit.ly/2jE6lPV


 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 

It's worth noting that 2016 was a down year for the trucking industry and 

for Daseke, so these CAGRs include a recessionary year for trucking. 

Daseke had filed for an IPO in late 2015, but given the closed window for 
small-cap IPOs in late 2015/early 2016, and the deteriorating trucking 

industry backdrop, the transaction was pulled. 

Daseke has achieved its growth via acquisitions at very reasonable prices - 

on average 4.9x trailing EBITDA. We recognize that post Valeant 
(NYSE:VRX) roll-ups may be something of a dirty word, but sometimes they 

make a lot of sense. Daseke benefits from scale resulting in savings on 
insurance, routing/loading, deeper customer penetration, etc., and not from 

price gouging. Daseke has grown EBITDA of acquired companies, on 
average, by 20% within 2 years. As a public company, Daseke should 

benefit from the private/public multiple disparity. 

Daseke management indicated to us that while they've paid 4.9x trailing, 

they tend to invest on equipment upgrades, so the true cost is higher. 
However, their expectation and success in growing EBITDA typically have 

moved them towards a 20% "cap rate" profile on acquisitions (notably Don 
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Daseke was CEO of a publicly traded REIT which he sold near market highs 
in 2000). We think this type of pricing discipline should help create 

significant shareholder value. 

Management of all but one acquired company (he was let go) remains with 
Daseke, suggesting strong loyalty to, and belief in, the company. We think 

this point is important, since based on our checks and the company's public 
comments, Daseke is seen as a business that cares about culture and 

people, which results in most (and almost all) acquisitions being 

uncompetitive. According to the company, of the 24 potential acquisitions 
currently under NDA, 23 of them are not under NDA elsewhere. Certain 

business owners want to become part of the Daseke team and it appears 

that there is a large self-selection process. 

 

Daseke Acquisition Pipeline 

 

 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 



As we stated in the industry section, Daseke moves large, often irregular, 
loads using flatbed and specialized equipment. They are not moving 

traditional, more commoditized loads in the traditional dry van or 

refrigerated sectors. 

 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 

 

They do this for a cross-section of the best industrial companies in the 
United States. If one believes that the US economy is on the upswing and 

industrials will be strong, then Daseke should be a meaningful beneficiary. 



 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 

 

While this might not sound like a business with a terrific moat, we're 

skeptical that someone who went out and bought a truck could call up 
Boeing (NYSE:BA), Caterpillar (NYSE:CAT), or General Electric (NYSE:GE) - 

each among Daseke top-5 customers - and expect to win business. Daseke's 
top-10 customers which represent 36% of revenues, have relationships 

dating 20+ years on average. There is an astounding amount of stickiness to 

the business. 

Daseke has $655mn in revenue (roughly 2/3 is asset-heavy and 1/3 asset 

light) in what is estimated at a $133bn industry (for flat-bed and 

specialized). Daseke is the number 2 player, but has well below 1% market 
share. The company has indicated, and we believe, they will be the primary 

industry consolidator. The industry is coming off a trough and is expected to 
grow at a 9% CAGR through 2019. Given Daseke's market share, the 

company could grow at a 20%+ CAGR for a decade, and still have well 
below 3% market share. We recognize this is trucking, and not e-commerce, 

but this seems a nascent opportunity, along the lines of Amazon 
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(NASDAQ:AMZN). (Yes, it's trucking, not e-commerce, but it's also only 7x 

with a lot of room for growth). 

In addition to the potential positive impact of ELDs and general economic 

expansion, we believe Daseke stands to benefit from the implementation of 
its newly implemented freight management system. Based on our 

conversations with the company, the potential margin benefits of a 
centralized software system to enhance load optimization across the 

company's 40+ terminal and numerous routes, has not been factored into 

guidance. While we're unsure whether this will enhance 2017 results, as the 
company scales, and broadens its geographic coverage, we'd expect margins 

to continue to expand from better loadings. 

We will discuss it further below, but in our view, a meaningful attraction for 
us to this transaction is the alignment of Daseke's CEO, Don Daseke. Mr 

Daseke is 77 years old, and unlike what we've seen in virtually all other 
SPACs, took no cash off the table in this transaction. Moreover, he not only 

"sold" for Hennessy stock, but he agreed to a 3 year lock up. That strikes us 

as someone with a lot of conviction. The company's base case is for solid 
growth, but for Mr. Daseke to receive his earn-outs growth will have to be 

exceptional. 

Daseke Key Metrics and Financials 

 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 
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5. Hennessy and Deal Dynamics 

Hennessy Capital Acquisition Corp. 2 was a SPAC founded by Dan Hennessy, 
an executive with 35 years of financial experience in the industrials segment, 

including 25 year with Code Hennessy and Simons, which made over $2.8bn 

in investments in middle-market companies. Hennessy's first SPAC, merged 
with Blue Bird, a school bus manufacturer, and one of the most successful 

SPACs of the last few years. 

We have gotten to know the Hennessy team and think highly of them. 
Sponsoring SPACs is not a hobby for them, but a full-time occupation. Our 

impression is that they do thorough, thoughtful diligence (much of which is 
documented in their proxy - far more than in a typical S-1), and operate in 

sectors they know and understand well. It's our understanding that in 

coming years they wish to pursue SPAC 3, SPAC 4 and so on. In our view, 
this is far easier to accomplish if they can prove successful in each SPAC. 

That they are highly motivated does not guarantee a positive outcome, but 
certainly may result in them structuring transactions that are very friendly 

for both their merger partners and their shareholders. We think such is the 

case here. 

Interestingly, last April, Hennessy announced its intention to merge with 
United Subcontractors Inc. (USI), a leading provider of installation, 

construction and distribution services to the residential and commercial 
construction markets. After the deal was announced, the stock never traded 

above $10, suggesting that investors would redeem, and there would be 
inadequate funds for the deal to be completed. As a result, Hennessy 

sought, and found an investment partner, Trilantic, to backstop the deal. 
However, Trilantic ultimately backed out, and the merger between Hennessy 

and USI was terminated in early October. (Somewhat ironically, Trilantic 

acquired USI in January and had to pay Hennessy a $5mn fee). 

Our point in mentioning USI is that we believe that as a result of their 
experience, Hennessy went into Daseke with the perfect model for 

successfully structuring a SPAC. We think they created a win-win-win 

structure in which Hennessy, Daseke, and shareholders all stand to benefit. 

First, there was virtually no way this SPAC wasn't going to close. Hennessy 

came in with a term debt financing of $250mn (at LIBOR + 550bps with 

100bps floor) with an additional $100mn callable, a $70mn unused asset-
backed revolved (at 250 bps), a $65mn Series A convertible preferred (at 

7.625%) and a $35mn optional equity backstop (pre-arranged with several 
investors). The entire 20mn shares outstanding could have redeemed and 

the transaction was still getting done. That's a far better situation than 

http://bit.ly/2n1tb8S
http://bit.ly/2n1tb8S


announcing a transaction and then looking for an equity backstop like 

Trilantic. 

Second, Hennessy and Daseke's transaction is very aligned with public 

shareholders. Don Daseke received no cash, and all Hennessy stock, with a 

3 year lock-up - clearly a very aligned "seller." 

Third, Hennessy made a fairly sizable give-up, giving half of their "Founders" 
shares to Daseke to distribute to his team. While Hennessy gave up a 

meaningful portion of their "promote", they did what was necessary to get 
this over the goal line, and in our view, set a very shareholder friendly 

valuation. 

Fourth, recognizing that the 7x 2017 EBITDA might have been a valuation 

below what Don Daseke wanted, they created an aligned earn-out structure. 
Mr. Daseke can earn an additional 5mn shares in each of 2017, 2018 and 

2019. For him to do so, the company needs to hit the following hurdles:  

 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 

We recognize that between warrants and earn-out shares, there may be 

substantial share drift higher, but we're far happier starting at 7x EBITDA 
than at 9x or more. And for Daseke to receive these additional shares, the 

stock has to go higher. 

Finally, given the structure of the transaction, that is, all stock, Mr. Daseke 

was likely relatively indifferent to the fact that comps are up 19% since 
October 18th (the day of Hennessy's final offer) in the wake of President 

Trump's victory. We however, appreciate the fact that we can still buy 
shares below $10, at the valuation determined before industry 

fundamentals, and comparable stock prices, showed improvement. 



As it turned out, 11.6mn shares of Hennessy were redeemed on the merger 
close, leaving only 8.3mn in the public float. We could not be happier by this 

outcome. 

Given Hennessy's low cost of debt financing and access to additional capital 
(i.e. the uncalled $100mn term, and $70mn ABL), why would we want the 

company issuing more stock at $10? Every redeemed share is a share not 
issued. If it's our belief that Daseke's intrinsic value is $13 or $15 or $17, we 

want as little stock sold at $10 as possible while not limiting the company's 

ability to execute on its strategy. We suspect at some point they'll sell stock 
to bolster their coffers for M&A, but we're hopeful that Daseke will do it at 

far higher prices. 

 

6. Valuation 

In its investor presentation, Daseke identifies 8 comparables, 3 in the asset-

based group, and 5 in the asset-light. They then weight their multiple 2/3 

asset-based and 1/3 asset light - in line with Daseke's actual mix. 

 

 
Source: Daseke investor presentation 

It is possible that Daseke's bankers did some cherry picking in selecting 

comparables, as there are players trading at lower multiples (then again, 
there are additional trading above 10x). That said, we're not sure the 

precisely correct comparable group. 

Daseke is unique. They call themselves "asset-right" as they are 1/3 asset-

light and 2/3 asset-based. In our view, they are differentiated, and less 
commoditized than truckload or less-than-truckload. We think they'll grow 

http://bit.ly/2n4h9N4


far faster than virtually any public comp, and do so in an accretive, 
thoughtful manner. Where we end up, is that we think Daseke probably 

grows 30-50% annually over the next 3-5 years, and is a multi-billion 
revenue company 5 years from now. In our experience, companies with 

smart managements and that type of growth profile, don't trade at 7x 

EV/EBITDA, especially on what appears to be near-trough EBITDA. 

Below is a valuation table that illustrates a range of prices based on 2016 

and 2017EV/EBITDA multiples, which also reflects the dilutive impact of 

warrants using the treasury method. It also assumes the conversion of the 
Series A convertible preferred at prices above $11.50. We also have a 

scenario in which Daseke achieves $140mn in 2017 EBITDA, in which we 
add $200mn to net debt (we assume 6x EBITDA, less $40mn of free cash 

flow) and the dilutive impact of earn-out shares at prices above $12. 

 

Source: Dane Capital Management LLC 

We expect that Daseke will execute - they have for the last 8 years - and 

close several acquisitions in 2017. If they hit the $140mn EBITDA target, 
that's 57% y/y growth, it's really hard for us to imagine the stock trading at 

7x with that type of growth. And at 7x, assuming they make these 

acquisitions, it's almost $12 - 25% upside. Realistically, we think that if they 
achieve that type of growth, we could be looking at 9x-10x or $14-$17 (over 

70% upside on the high-end). The truth is, if Daseke executes, gains market 
share and market cap, and is a premier grower in the industry, we believe it 

could garner a premium multiple over time. 

Regarding Daseke's balance sheet, we estimate they will have around $260-
$265mn in net debt giving them a leverage ratio of under 3x. While this is 

higher than some peers, we have discussed this with several industry 

analysts and they are comfortable with both liquidity and leverage. We 

believe this is reflected in reasonable financing terms. 

 

 



7. Concerns and risks 

M&A oriented strategy may not succeed. Given Daseke's excellent track 
record identifying and integrating acquisitions, we're optimistic that the 

company will find attractive acquisitions to significantly accelerate profitable 

growth. If Daseke fails to do so, they may not enjoy the multiple expansion 

we anticipate. 

Cyclical downturn. Since the trucking industry appears to be exiting a 

cyclical downturn, and the broader industrial economy appears to be on an 
uptrend, a rapid deterioration would be fairly shocking. That said, given 

Daseke's leverage, a macro-deterioration could negative impact their equity. 

Labor/driver shortages. An ongoing industry concern has been the 

tightness in the driver market. As other industries see economic 
improvement, this situation could be exacerbated. We believe Daseke is 

likely to be better positioned than many smaller competitors should this 
occur, and could potentially benefit although the precise outcome is 

uncertain. 

Key man risk. Don Daseke's, Daseke's Founder and CEO is a long-time 

entrepreneur and the visionary behind the business. He is robust and active 
at 77 years old and has a strong team. At the same time, we believe some 

of his potential acquirees are attracted to Mr. Daseke and his exceptional 
track record. We suspect that over time that Daseke will continue to deepen 

it bench. 

Autonomous driving. We have very little concern about this, but thought 

we'd address it. We believe autonomous driving in trucking is likely years 
away and would first be in the truckload segment. Given the fairly 

unique/specialized (see pictures earlier) product set that Daseke transports, 
we believe the timing of autonomous open deck is well beyond our 

investment horizon. Moreover, if we were somehow wrong with this 
perspective, we'd suggest that this isn't just about driving, it's about 

logistics. GE and Caterpillar are still going to need service providers to haul 
their big loads. We suspect Daseke will continue to have that business 

regardless of whether it's a human driving or not. 

8. Catalysts and Conclusion 

We are optimistic that shares of Daseke will appreciate in months ahead 

driven by: 

• Increased investor awareness. 

• Depletion of stock inventory from SPAC arbs. 



• Sell-side coverage. This is the first trucking IPO since 2010, we suspect it 

will garner reasonably strong sell-side interest. 

• Accretive M&A which we believe could occur in matter of days, weeks or 

months. Given the company has had 3 LOIs for several months, we'd be 

surprised if there's no announcement within the next several months. 

• Index inclusion. Given there are 37mn shares outstanding, but only 8.3mn 

freely tradable, we believe index inclusion may have a disproportionately 

large impact on share price. 

We believe that Daseke is well positioned for substantial growth. They have 
leadership that has executed, should have green shoots ahead, and have an 

undemanding valuation. We think there's a truckload of opportunity here. 

 


